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Propelling inventions
Samwoh’s productivity
and green efforts are
lauded as a model for
the building industry
by douglas chew
AT SAMWOH Corporation, laser sensors,
advanced optics and high-speed cameras
mounted on a moving vehicle are harnessed
to collect road pavement data and two- and
three-dimensional road images.
The firm is at the forefront of productivity, winning this year’s BCA’s Construction
Productivity Award – Advocates.
At the firm, work progress, inspections
and create reports are carried out using tablets and smartphone apps, alongside GPS,
which is used in route planning and tracking of its nearly 400 trucks and vehicles.
“Productivity initiatives will save costs
in the long run. In the short-term, the initial outlay plus all the R&D efforts put in
means that the initial cost will always be
higher.
“But in middle and longer terms, we will
be able to enjoy the fruits by improving our
productivity with less manpower and hence
reducing operation costs,” says Mr Eric Soh,

Samwoh’s chief executive officer.
“We are strong advocates of productivity. We have many innovations and best
practices that we are most willing to share
with the industry players to boost overall productivity,” says Dr Tan Jun Yew, the
company’s senior technical manager.
He estimates that while the company
has spent over $10 million in its productivity initiatives, it has been able to raise productivity by about 20 per cent.

A laboratory of inventiveness

Samwoh has a research and development
laboratory that helps the company innovate.
“Our innovations almost always result
in better quality end products due to better
tolerance control and higher consistency,”
says Mr Soh.
The laboratory has developed new materials such as warm mix asphalt, which reduces the cooling time for newly constructed roads before it can be opened to traffic.
Instead of manually compacting newly
poured concrete, self-compacting concrete
is used extensively on its construction sites.
Samwoh’s engineers have also devised
a semi-internal pipe interlocking system
for pipe box tunnels, which maintains pipe
strength while reducing the diameter of the
micro tunnels needed.

This reduction in excavation area translates to higher productivity.
The list goes on but perhaps most notable is the firm’s achievement in constructing the first building in the region using
100 per cent recycled concrete aggregates
(RCA).
The Samwoh Eco Green Building, completed in 2009, is awarded a BCA Green
Mark Platinum Award this year.

A first for recycled concrete

RCA was previously limited to non-structural applications.
However, a full-scale study funded by
the Ministry of National Development Research Fund and undertaken by Samwoh,
Nanyang Technological University and
BCA demonstrated that concrete containing RCA can be designed to achieve comparable strength with regular concrete.
This breakthrough finding was successfully translated from the laboratory to construction of the Samwoh Eco Green Building.
“With advanced monitoring devices
embedded in the structures to monitor the
overall structural performance, the successful completion of the building showcases a technological revolution and breakthrough in construction technology,” says
Dr Ho Nyok Yong, Samwoh’s chief operat-

Mr Soh (left) and Dr Ho believe that productivity initiatives will save costs in the long run.
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ing officer.
Other recycled materials used in the
building’s construction include carpet
tiles made from recycled plastic bottles,
dry partition walls, mineral ceiling boards,
timber doors, apron slabs, kerbs and drains.

Down to the details

Cutting energy consumption, the aluminium curtain wall is perforated to keep heat
out while letting in natural light.
A green wall and rooftop garden further
minimise heat transmission while beautifying the surroundings — even the compost
used in these landscaping works are recy-

The Samwoh Eco Green
Building is the first in the
region using 100 per cent
recycled concrete aggregates.

cled from horticultural waste.
About 40 per cent of the entire space
such as toilets and staircases are naturally
or mechanically ventilated, while energy
efficient lighting and variable refrigerant
volume air-conditioning are used in the
offices to conserve electricity.
Being green does not stop once the
building is completed. Samwoh has joined
the Eco Office Labelling Scheme, which incorporates environmentally friendly practices into the lives of its workers.
The Samwoh Eco Green Building is open
to the public for education on sustainable
development and has received over 6,000
visitors so far.

